This model is similar to that presented in [1] except for the cost function.
In Section 2, we obtain the structure of the optimal policy. In particular. If C(i+1) -C(i) <_ C(i+2) -C(i-H) ,
and If y (i) denotes the optimal value to allocate when 1 components are needed with n stages remaining, then y (1) is nondecreasing in i and nonincreasing in n .
In Section 3, we consider the special case of C(i) = iA . If we now write y (i) to indicate the depenn dence on A , we show that y (1) is nondecreasing in A n for fixed n and i . We also find that the necessary and sufficient condition under which it is never optimal to construct components (buy them instead at a fixed price of In Section 2, we obtain the structure of the optimal policy.
In particular if C(i+1) -C(l) < C(i+2) -C(l+1), and if y (11 denotes the optimal value to allocate when i components are needed with n stages remaining, then y (i) is nondecreasing in i and nonincreasing in n.
In Section 3, we conplder the apecial case of C(l) LA.
If we now write y (1) to Indicate the dependence on A, we show tr.at y (i) is nondecreaslng in A for fixed n and i. We al-o fin: :.&' the necessary and sufficient condition under which it is never optimal to construct components (buy them instead at a fixed price of A per components is given by A < inf y/PCy) y >0
We then show that whenever i ^ f 1 *nu A > inf y/P(y}, then y i' y n is just the largest value of y that minimizes y + (1 -r.y'^A. Proof; Follows immediately from the definition of V (i) and the
then the following Inequalities are satisfied:
The proof Is by Induction on k = n+l. As the Inequalities A. , B, , C, are true when k -0 assume they are true whenever i,n' l,n' l,n n+l < k. Now suppose n+l -k. We first show that A, Is tr-.e. l,n 
and thus implying that
Therefore B. will follow if we could prove that i,n
However 'He above is just the inequality i., . , which is thus true by the indiiction hypothesis. Thus (1) (and C. ) will follow If we can show that l,n
Now, from A. , It follows that 1, n-l
and thus it suffices to show that (1)1 . n /,, ^ . /J , i n-1 n-1 ' ) < y < y y 0 y n . 1 (iJiy_y n (i-i (111) When P(y) is concave it follow., that
is convex and thus its negative is unimodal. This fact can be used to reduce computations in the obvious manner.
The Special Case C(i) -LA
An important special case under which Theorem 1 is valid is when C(i) = LA. Such a penalty cost function would be valid if 'i» the end of the problem we were forced to buy, at a price A per component, additional components to make up for-those we are short.
It seems reasonable that, as a function of A, the optimal amounts to allocate should be nondecreasing. That is, writing 
